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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing is a collective, optimized usage of IT 

resources which can be accessed from anywhere and performs 

the task of providing IT resources and services through 

various platforms as a service for users. Cloud users use 

different services of Cloud service providers and eventually 

end up keeping their data (in various forms) in cloud multi 

tenant environment. Multi-tenancy in cloud environment 

makes data vulnerable though with times different forms of 

threats and corresponding securities are already implemented 

in cloud environment. Although many of these services 

provide key functionality such as uploading and retrieving 

files by a precise user, more on going to the side of advanced 

services it offer features such as shared folders, real-time 

collaboration, and minimization of data transfers or unlimited 

storage space. As data is placed publically it require to search 

ways to protect the data from unauthorized access, files are 

uploaded publically and need to retrieve them securely with 

token ensuring possession proofs. In this paper we have 

presented a case of multilevel security application for 

ensuring data integrity (prevention and detection) in cloud 

environment.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is a collection of resources (hardware, 

software, services) that can be accessed over internet from 

anywhere at any time. Cloud computing is the way to increase 

the capacity or add capabilities dynamically without investing 

in new infrastructure, training new personnel, or licensing 

new software. Recently it has emerged as a new way for 

hosting and delivering services over the internet. With the 

development of this technology, computing resources have 

become cheaper, more powerful and more ubiquitously 

available. This technological trend has enabled a new 

computing model called cloud computing, which provide the 

resources (H/W, S/W, and Storage.etc.) that can be taken as 

leased by user as an on demand services. It has several 

attractive features (no upfront investment, lowering operating 

cost, highly scalable, easy access) which make these services 

to be used by everyone [9].Cloud computing has generated 

significant interest in both academia and industry, but it’s still 

an evolving paradigm. Essentially, its goal is to enhance the 

economic utility model with the improved development of 

many existing approaches and computing technologies, 

including distributed services, applications, and information 

infrastructures consisting of pools of computers, networks, 

and storage resources. Confusion exists in IT communities 

about how a cloud differs from existing models and how these 

differences affect its adoption. Some see a cloud as a novel 

technical revolution, while others consider it a natural 

evolution of technology, economy, and culture. Nevertheless, 

cloud computing is an important paradigm, with the potential 

to significantly reduce costs through optimization and 

increased operating and economic efficiencies. Furthermore, 

cloud computing could significantly enhance collaboration, 

agility, and scale, thus enabling a truly global computing 

model over the Internet infrastructure. However, without 

appropriate security and privacy solutions designed for 

clouds, this potentially revolutionizing computing paradigm 

could become a huge failure. Several surveys of potential 

cloud adopters indicate that security utilization techniques and 

the services model which are IAAS, PAAS and SAAS. It 

relies on the sharing and privacy is the primary concern hin-

dering its adoption [3].Cloud computing based on the several 

of resources to achieve the coherency and Scalability for the 

utilization. Cloud computing relies on the network as an 

elementary service. Cloud computing is still in its infancy in 

spite of gaining tremendous momentum recently, high 

security is one of the major obstacles for opening up the new 

era of the long dreamed vision of computing as a utility. 

Figure 1: Cloud Environment 

As the sensitive applications and data are moved into the 

cloud data centers, run on virtual computing resources in the 

form of virtual machine. This unique attributes, however, 

poses many novel tangible and intangible security challenges. 

It might be difficult to track the security issue in cloud 
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computing environments. So in cloud computing 

environments Security has become a major concern to provide 

protected communication between user and data storage. 

Storing data in the cloud gives rise to the issue of data 

integrity verification at entrusted servers. If a client is able to 

log in from any particular location to access data and other 

applications, it is a matter of concern that client's 

privacy/confidentiality could be negotiated. Cloud computing 

companies will need to discover some strong techniques to 

preserve client privacy. To assure client’s privacy, data file 

handling mechanism is auditing by token generation ensuring 

possession proof. 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Storing data in the cloud gives rise to the issue of data 

integrity verification at entrusted servers. If a client is able to 

log in from any particular location to access data and other 

applications, it is a matter of concern that client's 

privacy/confidentiality could be negotiated. Cloud computing 

companies will need to discover some strong techniques to 

preserve client’s data integrity. Prevention of attack on data 

integrity and then detection of the same is considered as an 

issue in cloud environment. Many research papers who have 

solved this issue with introduction of a TPA does not seem 

practically profitable as it requires client to show its data to 

TPA and also reliability and neutratility of TPA still remains 

in question. 

Understanding this concern solution is implemented with the 

help of a multilevel security application UEC which shares 

the hash code of data. 

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION 
For ensuring data integrity in cloud environment and secure 

retrieval of the data will be using a multilevel security 

application UEC (Unified Exactness Checker) which will 

prevent unauthorized access by the Tokenization technique to 

download the file in a secure way- and ensuring data integrity 

by matching hash code of file using md5 algorithm. The 

proposed solution in cloud data storage when user create an 

account the password will be stored in encrypted form and  

user can get that password from given mail id. And when user 

login into the system he will be ask to give the credentials 

(username, and password).when (password and username) all 

credentials match with data base only then user will be able to 

get access to the cloud storage, and here user can upload, 

download, delete files. When user download any file a token 

will be generated and that token will be sent to user by SMS if 

token matches only then user will be able to download the 

file.  To proposed scheme it has used four classes of following 

algorithms to architect UEC. 

 Hash code generation algorithms 

 Password generation algorithm 

 Token generation algorithm 

 RSA algorithm. 

The hash is a cryptographic checksum or message integrity 

code (MIC) that each party must compute to verify the 

message. For example, the sending computer uses a hash 

function and shared key to compute the checksum for the 

message, including it with the packet. The receiving computer 

must perform the same hash function on the received message 

and shared key and compare it to the original (included in the 

packet from the sender). Cloud Service Provider also keeps a 

database of hash codes with corresponding file Id’s with 

timestamp of last modification.  

 

Figure 2: Working Model (UEC) 

To run these applications on cloud have created a cloud 

environment with the following steps [27]. 

1. Configure Hypervisor1 

2. ConfigureHypervisor2  

3. ConfigureDomainController1  

4. Configure Application Server1    

Figure 4: Private Cloud Setup 
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5. Configure Client1   

6. Join Hypervisor1 to the privatcloud.com  

7. Join Hypervisor2 to the privatcloud.com 

3.1 System Entities 
 User- User is an entity whose responsibility is to 

create an account and store and download data in 

the cloud in a secure and easy way. 

 Cloud Server- Cloud Server is managed by the 

Cloud service provider (CSP) to provide data 

storage service including storage space and 

computation resources in this implemented work , 

have user Oracle cloud database as our Cloud 

Storage Provider , have used Oracle cloud database 

to create database and store the data in the oracle 

cloud database. 

 UEC- Unified Exactness Checker for data integrity 

check for both prevention and detection. 

3.2 Implementation 
Concept of Unified Exactness Checker is implemented 

keeping in view the importance of data integrity in a multi 

tenancy environment. Hashing of data before any upload 

process is the first function of UEC and it will store the hash 

code in local repository. The hash code of data will also be 

sent and kept at cloud service provider end in a repository 

against corresponding file ID and last modified timestamp. 

The data is encrypted using RSA encryption by UEC. 

Ensuring that the valid user only access the file, a unique 

token is generated and sent to user’s email which is required 

by user to open/ download the file from cloud environment. 

User is able to match hash code from local repository to 

ensure integrity of data. Concept used for hash code. 

         n-1              

h (s) =∑   s[i]- 31
n-1-i

  

         I=0   

Hash Code: 32-bit int addition,  denotes the th 

character of the string, and  is the length of s. 

A possession protocol ensure the secure retrieval of data, 

possession proof protocol introduce the new way of proving 

the secret data (TOKEN) .if the user does not know the secret 

data (TOKEN) cannot access the data and if not able to verify 

the what he possess cannot get access possession is stored in 

the session variable at server end and received by the user by 

mobile number. This method surely is the better way to 

retrieve the data in a secure and efficient manner.  

Code is generated every time use uploads the file and is stored 

in database with corresponding file ID. Matching of hash 

codes after user downloads the file for use is done as a part of 

integrity check. 

3.3 Scheme Details 
PassGen (passkey) -Takes input string up to 8 times and 

initialize those eight charters to passkey. 

Gen-Keys (Pub-Key, Private-Key,cipher) - Takes pass key 

as an input string and encrypt with Pub-Key cipher= 

(passkey.encript, Pub-Key) and store.  

SendKey(MailId, passkey) –send the generated password to 

provided mail. MailId->passkey. 

Retrieve (passkey)- Retrieve the encrypted passkey and 

decriptpasskey= (cipher.deript, Private-Key). 

CheckUser((unm,pass),csp(unm,decriptpasskry))-

match=(user(unm,pass)==csp(unm,decriptpasskry) ) if 

match=1 within 3 times then access (cloud) otherwise blocked 

for next 24 hours. 

Uploadfile – (file,hashcode, Pub-Key, Private-Key,cipher) 

–choose file (fl) compute the hashcode of file and stored. And 

Takes file as an input string and encrypt with Pub-Key 

cipher= (fl.encript, Pub-Key) and store. 

GenToken – (token,tsk) :Takes securerandom numbers as 

input string and initializing secret key “tsk” for it and an 

evaluation key “token”. 

SendKey – (MobileNo,tsk) –send the token.MobileNo -

>token. 

Authtsk (b, τ)->σ: It creates a tag σ that authenticates the bit 

b {0, 1} of tsk under the label τ {0, 1}*. 

Verifysk(e,P,ᴪ){accept; reject}: The deterministic 

verification procedure uses the tag to check that e {0, 1} isthe 

output of the file (fl) on previously authenticated labeled data. 

If verified with the token accept the request and download the 

file otherwise rejected. 

DownloadFile (fl) - Retrieve the encrypted file and decriptfile 

= (cipher.deript, Private-Key) 

Integritycheck (chash,shash,t) – UEC get the hash-code of 

Figure 3: File Integrity Checking Process 
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file stores at server and check with the pre-computed hash-

code. 

Verify (fh1,fh2){true,false}- the procedure matches both the 

hash code. 

Respond (t,f,user)- give response to the user with true or 

false if true file is original else server is misbehaving, fie is 

changed. 

3.4 Algorithms 
3.4.1 RSA  

For this implementation , have used RSA algorithm for 

encryption and decryption, because it is considered that there 

are so many algorithms for encryption and decryption but they 

are not as secure as RSA .RSA is secure as well fast 

encryption/decryption technique.  

RSA include a public key and a private key .the public is used 

for encrypting the message and known by everyone .the 

private key is used for decrypting the message. Message 

encrypted with the public key can only be decrypted in a 

reasonable amount of time using private key. The keys for 

RSA algorithms will be generated as follows. 

 Choose two prime numbers p and q. for security 

reason the integers p and q should be chosen at 

random and also be of same bit length. 

 Compute n=p*q. n is used as modules for public key 

and private key. 

 Compute φ(n) = φ(p)φ(q) = (p − 1)(q − 1), where φ 

is Euler’s totient function. 

 Choose an integer e such that 1 < e <φ(n) and gcd 

(e, φ(n)) = 1; i.e., e and φ(n) are co-prime. e is 

released as the public key exponent. 

 Determine d as d ≡ e−1 (mod φ(n)); 

The public key consists of the modulus n and the public (or 

encryption) exponent e. The private key consists of the 

modulus n and the private (or decryption) exponent d, which 

must be kept secret. p, q, and φ(n) must also be kept secret 

because they can be used to calculate d.  

3.5 Results  
 

Figure 5: Encryption/ Decryption 

 

 

Figure 6 Performance Analysis 

Figure 7 File Integrity Checking 

Figure 8 Server Misbehaving  
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4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented that how can we retrieve files 

securely and also ensure that the integrity of file is maintained 

by using preventive methods and detecting integrity with local 

hash repository. With the help of password generation and 

sending it to user by email facility will proof that registered 

user is a valid user and after that when user download file at 

that a secure key/token will be generated and user has to give 

that key/token to download the selected file, he/she will 

receive the token by SMS. But this is not enough to secure 

data access from cloud storage and can make it more secure 

by providing to identify the error localization and 

misbehaving server. And  used RSA algorithm for encrypting 

/decrypting messages as mention that RSA is secure but in 

some cases some attacks can form against RSA When 

encrypting with low encryption exponents (e.g., e = 3) and 

small values of the m, (i.e., m < n1/e) the result of me is 

strictly less than the modulus n. In this case, cipher texts can 

be easily decrypted by taking the eth root of the cipher text 

over the integers and If the same clear text message is sent 

to e or more recipients in an encrypted way, and the receivers 

share the same exponent e, but different p, q, and therefore n, 

then it is easy to decrypt the original clear text message via 

the Chinese remainder theorem. so these are some problem on 

which we have to concern more to make data transmission 

more secure and to make it more secure. Integrating various 

levels of security with single application UEC has ensured 

security of data in a multi tenancy environment to a great 

extent.  

5. FUTURE WORK 
We are planning to do future work in strengthening Security 

as a service model with minimum sharing of data among 

different parties including Cloud Service Provider or Security 

Service Provider. 
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